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1.5mm cable components
CF04 Floor to Ceiling Cable Kit

4m cable with ceiling 
and floor fixings 
(plus screws 
and wall plugs)
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CCK Conversion Kit
2 elbows to convert a 
CF04 into a CW04.
No need for your installer to
leave site because he has
wrong kit, make sure he
carries these and he will
finish the job every time!
For 1.5mm and 3mm cables

CC02 Large Clamp
Holds panels up to 8mm in
thickness

CC04 Wooden Shelf Support
For fixing into a wooden shelf
or vertical wooden panel

CC06 Panel Clamp
Holds the edge of a
panel up to 9mm
thickness. (rotates
through 360°)

CW04 Wall to Wall Cable Kit
4m cable, with ceiling & floor fixings
(plus screws and wall plugs)

CC01 Small Clamp
Holds panels up to 4mm
in thickness.

CC03 Shelf Clamp
Holds a glass or acrylic shelf 
up to 8mm in thickness

CC05 Glass Shelf Support
Supports a drilled and
slotted glass shelf (p16)

CC07 Panel Support
Supports a 2 – 7mm 
panel through a 
5mm hole

Display Fixings & Lighting
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CF04-3
Floor to Ceiling Cable Kit 
4m cable with ceiling and

floor fixings (plus fixing
screws and wall plugs)

CW04-3
Wall to Wall Cable Kit

4m cable, fixings 
(plus screws and wall plugs)

CC02-3
Large Clamp

Holds panels up to 8mm in
thickness

CC13-3
Double Sided Large Clamp

Holds panels up to 8mm in
thickness

3mm cablewall to wall shelving
A double cable kit to support shelves.
Choose from Wall to Wall (WW), Wall to
Floor (WF) or Wall to Ceiling (WC) 
with wide shelves at 360mm or 
narrow at 180mm

wide shelves
WW360

WF360

WC360 

narrow shelves
WW180

WF180

WC180 

CC09

Ceiling fixing
With 2m cable

CC10

Vertical Jaw
Suspends a panel up to
8mm in thickness in a

vertical position

CC08 Rod Support
Supports a 6mm rod 
mounted horizontally 
on a cable

CC11 Sign Suspension Kit
CC09 and CC10 (2mm cable)

CC13 Double Sided Large Clamp
Holds a panel up to 
8mm thickness

CC12     Double Sided Small Clamp
Holds panels up to 4mm in
thickness

CC14 Double Sided Shelf Clamp
Holds a glass or 
acrylic shelf up to 
8mm in thickness

CC17 Multi Position Clamp
Holds a panel or shelf 
up to 10mm in thickness.

Rotates through 360°

CCK Conversion Kit (p4) also fits 3mm cable
NOTE: All 6mm rod components will fit 3mm cable system
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All cable kits supplied with 4 metre cables.

Order your displays in kit form. This will save you time, and remove the risk of forgetting something!
If you have a requirement for a kit that is not shown below, let us put it together for you, please call us to discuss
your requirements.

K1A1P

K1A1L

K1A2P

K1A2L

K1A3P

K1A3L

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

1 Pocket Kit

Portrait

Landscape

K2A2P

K2A2L

K2A3P

K2A3L

2 Pocket Kit

Portrait

Landscape

K3A3P

K3A3L

K4A3P

K4A3L

K3A4P

K3A4L

3 Pocket Kit

Portrait

Landscape

K4A4P

K4A4L

K4A5P

K4A5L

4 Pocket Kit

Portrait

Landscape

Additional pockets
available, see page 14.
Remember to include

clamps for any
addtional pockets.

1 pocket kit 2 pocket kit 3 pocket kit 4 pocket kit

These are only examples of some of the kits available, please call to
discuss other options.

poster pocket kits

Display Fixings & Lighting



double and triple pocket kits

hook on A4 pocket kits

If you are looking to get
displays on a tight
budget, double and triple
pockets are the answer.  
By using double and
triple pockets you use
less components,
reducing the cost of your
display.

Ideal for the Estate Agents windows. 
Pockets can be removed or exchanged with
other hook on displays in the office.

K3DA4P

K4DA4P

Double A4 Pocket Kit

3 high

4 high

K3TA4P

K4TA4P

Triple A4 Pocket Kit

3 high

4 high

Additional pockets are
available on page 14
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wall mounted A4 pocket kits
mounted straight onto the wall, for easy installation.

additional kits in landscape available

WK6HPA4P 6 x A4 pockets

K12HPA4P 12 pocket kit

K16HPA4P 16 pocket kit

WK4HPA4P 4 x A4 pockets

for windows & interiors



6mm rods
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an alternative to 1.5mm and 3.0mm cables

1500R 1500mm Rod
6mm stainless steel rod, threaded at 
both ends enabling rods to be 
joined together.

1000RP 1000mm Rod
6mm Stainless steel rod with plain ends,
use this rod for wall displays either 

vertically or horizontally.

500R 500mm Rod
6mm stainless steel rod, threaded at 
one end only.

RTB Top and Bottom Fixing Kit
Used to fit a rod system vertically, 
comes complete with screws 
and plugs.

WSR Wall Support
Used to fix a 6mm rod to the wall at
any angle.

RC03 Shelf Clamp
Holds a glass or acrylic shelf up 
to 8mm in thickness

RC06 Panel Clamp
Holds the edge of a panel up to 9mm in thickness

RC07 Panel Support
Supports a panel 2–7 mm in
thickness through a 5mm hole

RC08 Rod Support
Supports a 6mm rod mounted 
horizontally on a vertical rod.

RC02 Large Clamp
Holds panels up to 
8mm in thickness

RC04 Wooden Shelf Support
For fixing into a wooden shelf 
or a vertical wooden panel

Display Fixings & Lighting



3mm rod
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RC09 Ceiling Fixing
To suspend a 6mm rod from the ceiling. 
(Only use 1500R or 500R)

RC10 Vertical Jaw
Used at the end of a rod, fitted to an
RC09.

Holds panels up to 8mm in thickness 

RC11 End Cap
Decorative end cap for a 6mm rod.

RC13 Double Sided Large Clamp
Holds panels up to 8mm in thickness

RC14 Double Sided Shelf Clamp
Holds glass or acrylic shelves 
up to 8mm in thickness

RC17 Multi Position Clamp
Holds a panel or shelf 
up to 10mm in thickness.

Rotates through 360°

Suspended from the ceiling only. As the displays are
not fixed to the floor, a special top fixing allows you
to pull the displays away from the window or wall to
clean the glass. The 3mm rod is 2 metres long and
can be shortened on site.

Looking for something a little different.
The 6mm cable is a beauty. 
Choose from any of the 6mm rod
components to use with this cable.

CR01 Small Single Clamp
up to 4mm panel

CR09 Ceiling Fixing & Rod
Ceiling fixing with 2000mm rod, ceiling
fixing is complete with

CR12 Small Double Clamp
up to 4mm panel

CC02-3 Large Single Clamp
up to 8mm panel

CC13-3 Large Double Clamp
up to 8mm panel

CF04-6 6mm cable (4m)

6mm cable



sign supports
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S1 For 2mm to 13mm panels
Signs held 18mm from the wall
12mm holes required in the panel
16mm diameter cap and body.

S3 For panels up to 20mm
Signs held 40mm from the wall
12mm holes required in the panel
16mm diameter cap and body.

S4 For 2mm to 18mm panels
Signs held 25mm from the wall
13mm holes required in the panel
25mm diameter cap and body.

S6 For panels up to 25mm
Signs held 50mm from the wall
13mm holes required in the panel
25mm diameter cap and body.

S7 For panels up to 25mm
Signs held 75mm from the wall
13mm holes required in the panel
25mm diameter cap and body.

S12 For 1mm to 13mm panels
Signs held 20mm from the wall
9mm holes required in the panel
12mm diameter cap and body.

Join 2 sign supports together, or create 3D
graphics, with SJ10/12

S1SC S1PC S1BL S1BR

S4SC S4PC

S6SC S6PC

S12PC

S7SC

S12SC

S4BL S4BR

S3SC S3PC

SJ10
Joins 2 x 16mm supports - S1 or S3

SJ12
Joins 2 x 25mm supports
- S4, S6 or S7

S16SC
Any thickness of panel
can now be fitted to
the wall with the new
S16SC. Using a screw
of your choice fix the
wall plate through a 5mm hole in your panel and
screw on the decorative cover. (satin chrome only)

SATIN POLISHED BLACK BRASS

Display Fixings & Lighting



wall mounts - satin chrome
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mirror screws
Use the flat headed Mirror Screws to fix
a sign or graphic flat to the wall.
4 sizes of head from 12mm to 25 mm.
(remember to add a fixing screw to
each mirror screw)

security mirror screws
For those difficult areas
when the caps may just
get tampered with.
All security mirror screw
orders will be supplied
with one free key.

(remember to
add a fixing
screw to each
mirror screw)

fixing screws
The fixing screws are wood screws, machine screws are also available for special orders.

12mm 12SC 12PC 12BR

15mm 15SC 15PC 15BR

20mm 20SC 20PC 20BR

25mm 25SC 25PC 25BR

12mm 12SC-SEC 12PC-SEC 12BR-SEC

15mm 15SC-SEC 15PC-SEC 15BR-SEC

20mm 20SC-SEC 20PC-SEC 20BR-SEC

25mm 25SC-SEC 25PC-SEC 25BR-SEC

WMC
Wall Mounted Clamp

For panels up to 8mm in thickness
(satin chrome only)

WPS
Wall Mounted Panel Support

For panels up to 9mm in thickness
(satin chrome only)

WSR
Wall Mounted Support for Rods

Supports 6mm rod 25mm from the wall
(satin chrome only)

1No8 1” 2No8 2” 3No8 3”

an interesting alternative to sign supports

SATIN POLISHED BRASS



freestanding displays
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This is One of our biggest sellers. More and more people are deciding not to fix cables
to the floor or ceiling, instead choosing to use a Free Standing Display.
Supplied in an attractive satin anodised aluminium, the frames are robust and sturdy.
Delivered flat pack, with full installation instructions, it couldn’t be easier. Choose from
pockets or shelves from A1 to A4. The standard frames shown here are all in stock for
next day delivery. Landscape kits are also available. If you have a requirement for other
sizes, just let us know. Making a special size may not cost you any more, but may well
just suit your needs a little better.

freestanding frames
Standard sizes available from stock, either 750mm, 1000mm or 1300mm wide by 2000mm high

FS1A1

1 x A1 pocket

FS6A4

6 x A4 pockets

FS3DA4

3 x double A4 pockets

Display Fixings & Lighting
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2000mm high with 330mm
round base

freestanding
posts

Freestanding
post with hook
on A4 pockets.
This display is
double sided,
and can hold 6
or 8 A4
pockets

Freestanding
post with easy
access A4
pockets attached
to the uprights.
This display is
double sided and
is available with
6 or 8 pockets. 

FS2A2

2 x A2 pockets

FS3A3

3 x A3 pockets

FS6A3

6 x A3 pockets

FSPH6

6 pocket display

FSPH8

8 pocket display

FSPC6

6 pocket display

FSPC8

8 pocket displayFS8A4

8 x A4 pockets

FS12A4

12 x A4 pockets

FS16A4

16 x A4 pockets

FS4DA4

4 x double A4 pockets

FS8DA4

8 x double A4 pockets

FS4TA4

4 x triple A4 pockets

ng frames
from stock, either 750mm, 1000mm or 1300mm wide by 2000mm high

Acrylic or
glass
panels with
pockets of
various
sizes,
supported
on single
or multiple
legs. All
sizes
available.

freestanding
panels
for estate agents windows
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single headed – single sided lights

single headed – double sided lights

All kits include light, transformer, power connectors, and lamp.  

All kits include light, transformer, power connectors, and lamp.  

double headed – single sided lights

A1 CLDCA1-1

A2 CLDCA2-1

A3 CLDCA3-1

A4 CLDCA4-1

RLDCA1-1

RLDCA2-1

RLDCA3-1

RLDCA4-1

A1 CLVA1

A2 CLVA2

A3 CLVA3

A4 CLVA4

A5 CLVA5

A1 CLCA1-2

A2 CLCA2-2

RLCA1-2

RLCA2-2

All kits include light, transformer, power connectors, and lamp.  

All kits include light, transformer, power connectors, and lamp.  

All kits include light, transformer, power connectors, and lamp.  

All kits include light, transformer, power connectors, and lamp.  

double headed – double sided lights

single sided vee lights

A1 CLDCA1-2

A2 CLDCA2-2

RLDCA1-2

RLDCA2-2

1.5mm cable 6mm cable/rod

RLVA1

RLVA2

RLVA3

RLVA4

RLVA5

A1 CLDVA1

A2 CLDVA2

A3 CLDVA3

A4 CLDVA4

A5 CLDVA5

RLDVA1

RLDVA2

RLDVA3

RLDVA4

RLDVA5

double sided vee lights

lighting kits

A1 CLCA1-1

A2 CLCA2-1

A3 CLCA3-1

A4 CLCA4-1

RLCA1-1

RLCA2-1

RLCA3-1

RLCA4-1

Display Fixings & Lighting
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estate agent lights - for use with A4/A5 portrait pockets

single headed straight lights

double headed straight lights

These are for use with shelves or cubes. These can be cut to length on site or supplied cut to the cable centres required.

CLA4 RLA4

RLC-300

RLC2-300

1.5/3mm cable 6mm rod/cable

cables rods

cables rods

(double headed lights use a 24volt transformer)

track lighting kits
3 light kits

TK-1 2m track, 3 x 100mm lights, 4 x 50watt lamps, 
fixing kit and 150va inline transformer

TK-3 2m track, 3 x 200mm lights, 4 x 50watt lamps, 
fixing kit and 150va inline transformer

4 light kits

TK-2 2m track, 4 x 100mm lights, 5 x 35watt lamps, 
fixing kit and 150va inline transformer

TK-4 2m track, 4 x 200mm lights, 5 x 35watt lamps, 
fixing kit and 150va inline transformer

6 light kits

TK-5 2m track, 6 x 100mm lights, 7 x 50watt lamps, 
fixing kit and 300va inline transformer

TK-6 2m track, 6 x 200mm lights, 7 x 50watt lamps, 
fixing kit and 300va inline transformer

Note.  All single headed lights are 12 volts. All double headed lights are 24 volts.

CLC-300

CLC2-300

Individual items for the track system are available on request

All images shown are 100mm stems



acrylics
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easy access pockets
Easy access pockets for suspension on cables or rods.  The pockets are double sided.  Choose from landscape or portrait or mix
and match to make an interesting display.

poster holder information
Cable Centres 182mm 244mm 331mm 454mm 628mm 875mm

International Standard
Paper Sizes

A5 148mm x 210mm

A4 210mm x 297mm

A3 297mm x 420mm

A2 420mm x 594mm

A1 594mm x 841mm

A0 841mm x 1188mm

Rod Centres 186mm 248mm 335mm 458mm 632mm 879mm

A5 EAA5P EAA5L

A4 EAA4P EAA4L

A3 EAA3P EAA3L

A2 EAA2P EAA2L

A1 EAA1P EAA1L

A0 EAA0P EAA0L

20 X 30 EAA2030P EAA2030L

30 X 40 EAA3040P EAA3040L

EACL Acrylic Clip for Pockets

portrait landscape

2 x A4 EADA4P EADA4L

3 x A4 EATA4P EATA4L

portrait landscape

If you want to reduce the cost of your display, double and triple pockets are the answer.
By using double and triple pockets you use less components, reducing the cost of your displays.

A4
(PORTRAIT)

A4
(PORTRAIT)

A4
(PORTRAIT)

A4
(PORTRAIT)

A4
(PORTRAIT)

Po
rt

ra
it

La
nd

sc
ap

e

A5 A4

A5 A4 A3 A2 A1

A3 A2 A1 A0

Display Fixings & Lighting



portrait landscape

dispensers for suspension on cables or rods
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Choose the dispenser to suit your needs.  They are all designed to fit under a standard acrylic pocket.
Choose from A4, A5 or 1/3 A4.

wall mounted poster holders (use S1/S3 sign supports)

wall mounted leaflet dispensers (use S1/S3 sign supports)

A1 WMPSA1P WMPSA1L

A2 WMPSA2P WMPSA2L

A3 WMPSA3P WMPSA3L

A4 WMPSA4P WMPSA4L

A4 WMDSA4P WMDDA4P WMDTA4P WMSQA4P

A5 WMDSA5P WMDDA5P WMDTA5P WMDQA5P

1/3A4 WMDS1/3A4P WMDD1/3A4P WMDT1/3A4P WMDQ1/3A4P

single double triple quad

1/3 A4

A5

A4

A4
(PORTRAIT)

A4
(PORTRAIT)

A4
(PORTRAIT)

A4
(PORTRAIT)

A5
(PORTRAIT)

A5
(PORTRAIT)

A5
(PORTRAIT)

A5
(PORTRAIT)

1/3A4
(PORTRAIT)

1/3A4
(PORTRAIT)

1/3A4
(PORTRAIT)

1/3A4
(PORTRAIT)

1/3A4
(PORTRAIT)

1/3A4
(PORTRAIT)

1/3A4
(PORTRAIT)

1/3A4
(PORTRAIT)

1/3A4
(PORTRAIT)

1/3A4
(PORTRAIT)

A4
(PORTRAIT)

A4
(PORTRAIT)

A5
(PORTRAIT)

A5
(PORTRAIT)

A5
(PORTRAIT)

A5
(PORTRAIT)

A5
(PORTRAIT)

1/3A4
(PORTRAIT)

Supports not included

Supports not included

2A4P-A2 1A4P-A3 1A4P-A42A4P-A1

2A5P-A2 2A5P-A3 1A5P-A44A5P-A1

313A4P-A2 213A4P-A3 113A4P-A4513A4P-A1

A1 centres A2 centres A3 centres A4 centres



hook on pockets & dispensers

freestanding menu holders

glass shelves
wide shelves (360mm deep)

drilled and slotted shelves for cables

narrow shelves (180mm deep)

acrylic cubes
Rather than using a
shelf, add a cube to
your window. Having
products in a cube
improves the
appearance and value
of the product. The
standard cube is
300mm deep, 300mm
wide and 300mm high

Why not add lighting
to the cube to
maximise the effect. 
If lighting is to be added to the display,
the cube will be supplied with a hole in
the top.

Cube is attached to cables with 8 x
CC07’s.

Acrylic Cubes have satin sides, top and
bottom and clear front and back.

banner rail

Hang your banners from cables with
these banner rails, passing through a
fold at each end of the banner. The
rail is 25mm dia aluminium tube with
endcaps which allow you to use the
entire length of the rail.

portrait landscape

1/3A4 HP13A4P N/A

A5 HPA5P HPA5L

A4 HPA4P HPA4L

A3 HPA3P HPA3L

A2 HPA2P HPA2L

A1 HPA1P HPA1L

30”X40” HP3040P HP3040L

portrait

1/3A4 HD13A4P

A5 HDA5P

A4 HDA4P

Bracket HPAB

FSA4 Angled holder for A4

FSA5P Angled holder for A5

FS1/3A4P Angled holder for 1/3A4

DSA1P To fit under A1 pocket 

DSA2P To fit under A2 pocket 

DSA3P To fit under A3 pocket

DSA1P-180 To fit under A1 pocket 

DSA2P-180 To fit under A2 pocket 

DSA3P-180 To fit under A3 pocket

BR900
900mm banner rail

BR1200
1200mm banner rail

BR1500
1500mm banner rail

AC300300
Acrylic cube

AC300300L
Acrylic cube for light

AC300300LK
Acrylic cube for light with lock

*Cable and supports not
included

acrylics & glass

Use with CC05 
shelf supports

wide shelves (360mm deep)
plain shelves for cables or rods.

narrow shelves (180mm deep)

PSA1P To fit under A1 pocket 

PSA2P To fit under A2 pocket 

PSA3P To fit under A3 pocket

PSA1P-180 To fit under A1 pocket 

PSA2P-180 To fit under A2 pocket 

PSA3P-180 To fit under A3 pocket

*All pockets are portrait

Use with CC03 or RC03
shelf clamps

16
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accessories
CH01 Square Channel

2 metre length, rebate into timber

or fix to the floor or ceiling

CH02 Curved Channel
2 metre length,

fix to the floor, ceiling or wall

CH03 Toggle
Connect cables or rods to the

channels above. (Use 2 for each

cable or rod)

CH04 Square Toggle
Connect cables or rods to the

channels above. (Use 2 for each

cable or rod. Also used for connecting

sign supports to free standing frames)

CH05 Cable Isolator Kit
Isolated top and bottom fixings for
1.5mm & 3.mm cables. Use when
lights are fitted.

RH05 Rod Isolator Kit
Isolated top and bottom
fixings for 6mm rod and 6mm
cables. For use with lights.

CH06 Quick fit Toggle
Quick fit toggle for 1.5mm and 3mm cables.

Speed up the installation and make
adjustment easy with this fitting

CWF Cavity Wall Fixing
Use on plasterboard walls or ceilings.

CWFT Cavity Wall Fixing Tool
Make installing the cavity wall
fixings easy with this tool.

MWSF Sample Frame
When its important
for your client to
see the products,
take one of our
sample frames
with you.

These can be
custom made to
suit the products
you use. Ask for
our special deals
on your first frame.

Hex15 1.5mm Hex Driver

Hex Drivers
Use instead of the Allen keys
provided. These are much
easier to handle and speeds
up installation if you have a lot
of Allen screws to tighten.

Hex20 2.0mm Hex Driver

Hex25 2.5mm Hex Driver

Hex30 3.0mm Hex Driver

Hexset set of 4 Hex Drivers

CH07 Isolated Quick fit Toggle
Isolated Quick fit toggle for 1.5mm and
3mm cables.

Use when lights are fitted

CC15 Transformer Connector
Transformer connector for 1.5mm cables.

CC15-3 Transformer Connector
Transformer connector for 3mm cables and 3mm rods.

WMD Wall Mounted Disc
Wall mounted disc in silver for mounting
cables or wall supports onto soft walls. Add
a WMD if you feel the support cable may
dent the plaster

RC15 Transformer connector
Transformer connector for 6mm rods.

CC16 Weight
Weight for hanging on a 1.5mm cable and 3mm
rod, when you don’t want to fix to the floor.



track
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Track - A multi functional track system for Retail and Gallery displays.

Track is more than just a shelving system, the slotted uprights are also a lighting track,
allowing you to connect lights or shelves into over 50 different positions on each 2 metre track.

EZK1 3 x 180mm shelves and 6 lights EZK2 2 x 360mm shelves and 4 lights

Display Fixings & Lighting
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Gallery Display

rotating displays
Movement attracts, simple as that!
Therefore by adding a rotating display, you
are not only increasing the attractiveness
of your window, you are doubling the
number of properties to view.
Controls on the unit allow you to choose
the time the panels are on view and how
quickly the panels turn. A sensor will
detect if an object blocks the unit, and a
warning light will flash. The machine can
be reset in an instant and continue
attracting customers to your window.
Oversized A3 pockets allow you to use A3
landscape or A4 portrait details in the
same panel.

Also available as a freestanding unit.

Lights come as standard on all units.

EZS180 Narrow Shelf & Brackets
Narrow toughened glass shelf with 2 shelf brackets, shelf size 618 x
180

EZS360 Deep Shelf & Brackets
Deeper toughened glass shelf with 2 shelf brackets and cable
supports, shelf size 618 x 360

EZL1
Small clip in lights with 20w MR11 lamp. Satin
finish.

EZL2
Small clip in lights with 20w MR11 lamp. Polished
chrome finish.

EZTK Slotted Track
Slotted track, 2000mm with transformer, power connection and wall
fixings



DISPLAY FIXINGS : LIGHTING

Our guarantee to you is a simple one.  

We are so confident that the products we supply are going to last, we will put our money where our mouth is.

Cable and Rod components Lifetime guarantee.

Sign Supports Lifetime guarantee.

All other items 12-month guarantee.

guarantee…




